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Unfortunately the Figure 7 was published incorrectly in the original publication of

the article. The corrected version of Fig. 7 and figure caption should be as below.

The online version of the original article can be found under https://doi.org/10.1007/s41237-017-0036-6.
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In addition,

In page no 584, the first line of the last paragraph should read as ‘‘We analyzed

the absolute difference between each score and that of the last (100th trial) question

as well as …’’.

In page no 587, under the Discussion section, the following sentence should read

as ‘‘As the trials proceeded, midpoint responses increased (Fig. 5) and the absolute

difference from the last (100th trial) score decreased (Fig. 7)’’.
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Fig. 7 Change in absolute difference from the last (100th trial) score
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